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2 

Capitalism-or Worse? 

Inside the factory, you are endlessly doing. 

You are inside, in the factory, the universe, 

the one that breathes for you. 

-Leslie Kaplan 

To be working, as vernacular English has it, is to be on your grind; 
work, says Marx, is a meat grinder. Wage labor ends up reduced to 

blood and guts and goo, minced and reduced to aspic, to dead flesh 

to be slurped down by a capitalist ruling class. It's a suitably vulgar 

image. Capital appears as something monstrous, as a vampire living 

on the blood of others. Let's be a bit careful with making monsters 

appear as the bad guy, however. 1 The moral force of assigning the 

role of monster to the other has a lot of valences. 

There's another problem with this line of satirical style: it may 

describe a lot of what wage labor is like in the world, but it is also 

possible that you, dear reader, spend your working hours sitting in 

front of a laptop or taking meetings. There's a world of everyday life 

the meat grinder doesn't describe from which a surplus is extracted 

for another's benefit in other ways.2 You can be someone other than 
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a tenant farmer or an industrial worker and still not be a capitalist or 

even petit bourgeois. 

There's a whole other repertoire of popular images that address 

this experience, at least in part. In the Wachowski sisters' movie, 

The Matrix, it's the scene where Neo, the protagonist, is rescued. 3 

It turns out he is not living the life of a hacker that he thinks he is. 

Rather, he inhabits a pod full of goo, in a vast array of such units, 

with a giant plug in the back of his skull sucking energy from his 

gray matter for some unseen ruling power. He glimpses a sublime 

landscape of endless rows of such pods for just a moment before he 

is whisked away. 

A less successful but even more creepy version is the TV show Joss 

Whedon created with Eliza Dushku, Dollhouse.4 The Dollhouse is a 

clandestine business that rents out bodies to powerful people. These 

bodies can be programmed with the emotional range and intellectual 

talents of other humans. Often they are sexy spies or performers of 

subtle kinds of emotionallabor.5 Upon return from their missions, 

their brains are "wiped" and they loll about in a fugue state, taking 

yoga classes, practicing "wellness," and eating from the organic 

buffet. They were lured into this line of work with contracts that 

promise they will return to their real selves with no memory and a 

bunch of money, but often they are relegated to the Attic, where it 

turns out their brains are used as meat-ware nodes of the computer 

that runs the whole thing. 

One version of these anxious, creepy stories about this odd kind 

of not-quite-labor today has the emotional and cognitive capacities 

of the human reprogrammed and used by a ruling power. Another 

version reverses the combinatory elements. The human body is used 

as a vehicle and has its cognition erased, used instead by a ruling 

power. In Jordan Peele's Get Out, the takeover is racialized.6 Pow

erful white people implant their own brains in Black skulls. In Anne 
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Leckie's science fiction novel Ancillary justice, the bodies of enslaved 

eoples become ancillaries to the great artificial intelligence-driven 

~ilitary spaceships of an intergalactic empire, whose ruling culture is 

a kind of liberal imperialist feminism that suggests Hillary Clinton.7 

The Cuban science fiction writer Agustin de Rojas offers a rather 

rnore complex take on the same mythic material. In The Year 200, 

communism has more or less triumphed, but it has not pursued a truly 

radical integration of the human into inhuman information technol

ogy.8 Agents of the defeated Empire of Capital freeze and miniaturize 

themselves, lie dormant underground awaiting a more complacent 

stage in communist development, and then return to the surface and 

start taking over the bodies of the comrades. All that stands against 

the Empire is one of their own, who is actually a Communist double 

agent. She takes as her ally a cyborg-woman who is no longer quite 

of our species. Both the communist good guys and capitalist bad guys 

are "monstrous" inhumans in this story, but there's more than one 

way to be other than human. 

Industrial capitalism was not terribly interested in workers who 

think and feel. It wanted hands. It wanted muscle. It was a flesh

eating machine. Whatever disgusting and terrifying power lurks in 

these more recent stories does not so much eat bodies as brains. This 

combinatory works two ways: either your mind is erased and your 

body is another mind's vehicle; or your mind is subordinated to the 

will of another power.9 Either way, your mind is not your own. It 

feels like some vile takeover. But what if this isn't just a takeover, but 

a whole new class relation? 

Let's start thinking through this curious class relation by being 

very "orthodox." Let's start with the forces of production, the rela

tions of production that correspond to them, the class antagonism 

generated out of those relations of production, and the political and 

culture superstructures that correspond to that base. 10 And let us also 
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try to describe, just as Marx did, what may be emerging rather than 

what is established. If one starts with what is established, it is easy 

to interpret any new aspect of the situation as simply variations on 

the same essence. Starting with what may be emerging provides a 

suitable derangement of the senses, a giddy hint that all that was solid 

is melting into air. 11 

The thought experiment that might result is quite simple. Here's 

a sketch, to be elaborated upon as we go: There really is something 

qualitatively distinct about the forces of production that eat brains, 

that produce and instrumentalize and control information. This is 

because information really does turn out to have strange ontologi

cal properties. Making information a force of production produces 

something of a conundrum within the commodity form. Informa

tion wants to be free but is everywhere in chains. 12 Information is 

no longer scarce, it is infinitely replicable, cheap to store, cheap to 

transmit, and yet the whole premise of the commodity is its scarcity. 

Information as a force of production calls into being particular rela

tions of production and is at the same time formed by those relations. 

In classic Marxist style, one can look here at the evolution of legal 

forms. 13 In the late twentieth century "intellectual property" emerged 

as almost an absolute private property right. 14 One that makes the 

once separate and local property forms of patent, copyright, and 

trademark equivalent and exchangeable forms of private property. 

These forms need transnational legal enforcement, precisely because 

information is such a slippery and abstract thing. 15 

And so, like the enclosures or the joint-stock company before it, 

intellectual property law becomes the form of a new kind of rela

tion of production, more abstract than its predecessors, and one 

that makes not land or physical plant, but rather information itself, 

a form of private property. Like those preceding forms of private 

property, this one crystalizes into a class relation. As an absolute 
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form of private property, it creates classes of owners and nonowners 

of the means of realizing its value. Land as private property gave 

rise to the two great classes of farmer and landlord. Capital as private 

property gave rise to the two great classes of worker and capitalist. Is 

there a new class relation that emerges out of the commodification of 
• ;:> 

informatwn. 
For this thought experiment, let's say it does. I call those classes 

the hacker class and the vectoralist class. The hacker class produces 

new information. But what is "new" information? It is whatever 

intellectual property law recognizes as new. It's a strange kind of 

production. Where the farmer grows crops through a seasonal cycle 

and the worker stamps out repetitive units of commodities, the hacker 

has to use their time in a different way, to turn the same old informa

tion into new. Getting this done is not like the seasonal repetitions of 

farming or the clocking-on of the worker. It happens when it happens, 

including time spent napping or pulling all-nighters. 16 The workplace 

nightmare of the worker is having to make the same thing, over and 

over, against the pressure of the clock; the workplace nightmare of 

the hacker is to produce different things, over and over, against the 

pressure of the clock. 

The characters of Peggy and Don in the TV series Mad Men work 

as midcentury prototypes. 17 It's the advertising business during the 

golden years of Fordism. 18 Don is a creative, struggling within the 

agency with its owners to become an owner too. Peggy is a secre

tary, a white collar worker, and her struggle is to become a creative. 

Meanwhile, Joan is already at the top of the secretarial pool, man

aging it, but wants to become an owner. As the show progresses, 

the women make a little headway in this male business. By show's 

end, Black women are just starting to get the secretarial jobs, but the 

computer has arrived and will make some of them obsolete anyway. 

Like much of bourgeois culture, it is a small business narrative, which 
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compresses the classes and blurs the lines between them. The prize 

of becoming truly ruling class is always just out of reach. 

For our purposes, the interesting part is its picture of the activities 

of one prototype of the hacker class. The camera is fascinated by Don 

and Peggy actually doing their jobs. Don takes long naps on his office 

sofa. Sometimes he just wanders off. The material for his brilliant ad 

campaigns come from all sorts of incidental sources. He drinks too 

much, tries smoking pot. The whole office takes amphetamine shots 

and pulls an all-nighter, making speed-induced creative work full 

of tremendous energy and really bad decisions. Meanwhile Peggy 

manages to transition from worker to hacker because she actually 

knows something about how to address the desires of women, but 

she ends up limited and stymied in all sorts of ways by an industry 

that does not know the value of her difference. 

The less popular series Halt and Catch Fire shows us the early tech 

industry version of the same set of activities, this same work that 

isn't quite regular work. 19 Hackers can't be managed like farmers or 

workers; they are not the same as either class. There's no relation 

between the units of labor time and the units of value produced. 

Something cooked up on the spur of the moment might have enor

mous value. Long hours of slog might end up being for nothing. 

Being exempt from routine work is not really all that glamorous in 

either story, as it just brings uncertainty, frustration, pressure, and 

(for some) madness. 

Both of these shows hinge on the desire to escape from the limits 

of the hacker class and become owners. That's the limit to the desire 

the culture industry can admit for this class. And yet both these shows 

portray a continual treadmill of hope and failure. Like the farmer and 

the worker, the hacker does not usually end up owning the product 

of her efforts. Unless you own a drug company or a tech company or 

media conglomerate, you have to sell the rights to what you produce. 
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It is not always the same as selling labor power. You might still own 

the intellectual property, for example. But the hacker rarely captures 

much of the value of what they create or invent. 

Nobody else gets to be Google's Sergey Brin precisely because 

there is a Sergey Brin, who is not the avatar of the hacker class, 

but of its opposite-the vectoralist class. He is the real unicorn: the 

hacker become owner. The one that perpetuates the myth that drives 

a million start-ups on the path to the same desire, not realizing that 

it is the very thing that now blocks that desire. It is highly unlikely 

that your start-up will be the next Google. At best, you might sell it 

to Google or to some other avatar of the vectoralist class. 

The vectoralist class owns and controls the vector, a concept I use 

to describe in the abstract the infrastructure on which information 

is routed, whether through time or space. 20 A vector in geometry is 

simply a line of fixed length but of unfixed position. It's a way of 

thinking about a technology as having something about it that shapes 

the world in a particular way, but which can shape different aspects 

of the world. You can own stocks or flows of information, but far 

better to own the vector, the legal and technical protocols for making 

otherwise abundant information scarce. 

If one takes a look at the top Fortune 500 companies, it is surprising 

how many of them are really in the information business. I don't just 

mean the technology and telecommunication companies like Apple 

or Google or Verizon or Cisco or the drug companies like Pfizer. 

One could also think of the big banks as a subset of the vectoralist 

class rather than as "finance capital." They too are in the information 

asymmetry business. And as we learned in the 2008 crash, even the 

car companies are in the information business-they made more 

money from car loans than cars. The military-industrial sector is 

also in the information business. The companies that appear to sell 

actual things, like Nike, are really in the brand business. Walmart 
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and Amazon compete with different models of the information logis~ 

tics business. 21 Even the oil companies are in part at least in the 

information-about-the-geology-of-possible-oil-deposits business. 

Perhaps the vectoralist class is no longer emerging. Maybe it is the new 

dominant class. 

One could make the case here that information was always central 

to capitalism and that this is just capitalism. To some extent, that 

may be the case. However, to even think that capitalism is about 

information is a fairly recent perspective. It ends up being a way 

of retrospectively seeing the whole course of capitalism in terms of 

something that only emerged as a concept and an instrumental reality 

as one of its late products. 

The other point to clarify here is that there's a difference between 

information as a force of production and information as a dominant 

force of production. The vectoralist class doesn't need to own the 

other forces of production any more. Apple and Google don't actu

ally make their own products. A sizable chunk of those they directly 

employ are not workers but hackers, people who come up with new 

information, whether of a technical or cultural kind, to be incor

porated into products whose manufacture can be tendered out to a 

subordinate class of capitalists. 

That might only be the case in the overdeveloped world where I 

happen to live.ZZ Many of the world's peoples are not even workers 

but still peasants who are being turned into tenant farmers by the 

theft of their common land by a landlord class. Much of the world 

is also a giant sweatshop. The resistance of labor to capital is alive 

and well in China, India, Indonesia, and Vietnam. The older class 

antagonisms have not gone away. It's just that there's a new layer 

on top, trying to control them. Just as the capitalist class sought 

to dominate the landlord class as a subordinate ruling class, so 

too the vectoralist class tries to subordinate both landlords and 
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capitalists by controlling the patents, the brands, the trademarks, the 

copyrights, but more importantly the logistics of the information 

vector. 
The vector has also worked its way throughout the production 

process. This was already beginning in the so-called Fordist era. 

some proposed naming it instead after the great Japanese companies 

that boomed in the mid to late twentieth century, such as Toyota and 

sony. They were the ones who figured out how to extract not just 

labor but also information from the labor force. It turns out that to 

extract not only efficiency but also quality from industrial labor, it 

is best to incorporate the information held by those who know the 

labor process best-its workersY That there is a hacker class at all is 

in part because workers have been stripped of the information they 

possess about the labor process itself. 

In Capital, Marx mostly deals with an ideal-type political economy 

with two classes. But in his political writings it is clear that he under

stands social formations as hybrids of combined and overlapping 

modes of production.24 His writing on France isn't just a grand con

frontation between proletariat and bourgeoisie; the scene looms large 

with farmers, landlords, and peasants. So here I'm simply taking my 

cue from the political writings and thinking a matrix of six classes, 

three ruling and three subordinate. The dominant classes are land

lords, capitalists, vectoralists. The subordinate classes are farmers, 

workers, hackers. 

Now imagine all the possibilities of class alliance and conflict 

that this generates. It turns out that politics is much less about the 

relation between the friend and the enemy, and much more crucially 

about relations among non friends and nonenemies.25 It's about shifting 

alliances of convenience between heterogeneous class interests. It's 

about conflicts that can take many forms, only some of them open, 

many of them discreet. 
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So how is this worse than capitalism? The vectoral infrastructure 

throws all of the world into the engine of commodification, mean

while modifying the commodity form itself. There is nothing that 

can't be tagged and captured through information about it and con

sidered a variable in the simulations that drive resource extraction and 

processing. 26 Quite simply, we have run out of world to commodify. 

And now commodification can only cannibalize its own means of 

existence, both natural and social. It's like that Marx Brothers film 

where the train runs out of firewood, so the carriages themselves 

have to be hacked to pieces and fed to the fire to keep it moving, until 

nothing but the bare bogies are leftY 

It is worse also in that rather than some acephalous multitude, they 

are complex class alliances and conflicts at play. 28 The trickiest part of 

it is the politics of the hacker class, which after all is the class most of 

us here reading and writing this stuff belong to. Yes, it appears as a 

"privileged" class, among those whom Bruce Robbins calls the bene

ficiaries of global relations of exploitation. 29 And it is a class that has a 

very hard time thinking its common interests, because the kinds of new 

information its various subfractions produce are all so different. We 

have a hard time thinking what the writer and the scientist and artist 

and the engineer have in common. Well, the vectoral class does not 

have that problem. What all of us make is intellectual property, which 

from its point of view is as equivalent and as tradable as pink goo. 

The hacker class experiences extremes of a winner-take-all 

outcome of its efforts. On the one hand, fantastic careers and the 

spoils of some simulation of the old bourgeois lifestyle; on the other 

hand, precarious and part-time work, start-ups that go bust, and 

the making routine of our jobs by new algorithms-designed by 

others of our very own class. The hacker class was supposed to be a 

privileged one, shielded from proletarianization by its creativity and 

technical skill. But it too can be made casual and precarious. 
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A controversial ad campaign for the website Fiverr embodied all 

these contradictions. It played on the desire to quit one's lousy job 

and become a boss, by offering the pleasure of subjecting others to 

the tyranny one feels as a precarious creative or technical employee 

these days. The ads promise a way to hire versions of your old self 

who are "doers." The most notorious ad showed a black and white 

picture of a hollow-cheeked, sad-eyed young woman staring directly 

at the viewer: "You eat a coffee for lunch. You follow through on your 

follow through. Sleep deprivation is your drug of choice," it reads, 

concluding: "You might be a doer." Another slogan was "Nothing 

like a safe, reliable paycheck to crush your soul." And "How much 

did you make for your boss today?" The one I most often saw defaced 

read "White Collars Can Come With Leashes." The slogans appear 

under pictures of a "diverse" workforce, of course: the algorithm is 

in theory very tolerant about who it exploits. 

The old dream oflabor, that it could organize itself, is supposed to 

be dead. There can be no dream of the hacker class to self-organize 

in any way, whether like labor or in some other form. Such desires 

are unspeakable, even if they keep erupting in all sorts of interesting 

ways. Sanctioned desire is neatly summed up in the image and slogan 

of a cell phone company: "Boss Revolution." The image is of a raised 

fist, with a cellphone in it, in red. The only desire permissible is to 

become a boss, like Don Draper. 

This has not stopped some interesting and promising signs of 

hacker self-organization in technical and creative industries, from 

the unionization of creatives at Vice Media to the Google walkout 

to refusal to work on border control or military projects across the 

tech industry.30 Baby steps, to be sure; it is always a tough argument 

to propose common interests among subordinate classes. Counter

hegemony is hard. Hackers, like workers or farmers, are distracted by 

particular and local interests. As with other subordinate classes, class 
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consciousness is rare among hackers. Most of us are rather reaction

ary, even in the nontechnical trades. But then class consciousness is 

always a rare and difficult thing. Unlike other identities, it has to be 

argued contrary to appearances. 

The feeling of belonging to a class rarely extends beyond appear

ances. It appears that one is a "creative" or working in "tech," for 

example. There could be a myriad of such classes. As we shall see in 

Chapter 4, this self-understanding of class restricts itself to appear

ances and masks not an essence but a structural question as to how 

one's efforts end up being commodified and who reaps most of the 

benefit of that. The received ideas within which one is asked to think 

about one's identity don't help when it comes to thinking how one 

is located within an information political economy, one where the 

hidden side of appearances is not eternal essence, just things one 

usually doesn't see-the forces of production. 

To come into an awareness of class is to speak another language. 

It is to refuse the terms that are given and seek other terms, other 

concepts. This can be difficult. I can tell you from experience: the 

American college students that I meet cannot even pronounce bour

geoisie, let alone conceptualize it. Everything it once meant culturally 

has evaporated. The outward signs and styles of the ruling class don't 

look bourgeois. Our new-style overlords only wear suits when called 

before Congress; otherwise they wear discreetly expensive t-shirts. 

You don't see them cutting ribbons at factory openings. They don't 

preach hard work and thrift; they preach creativity, mindfulness, 

and ethical consumption. The bourgeois culture with which genera

tions of Marxist aesthetics had a love-hate relationship is effectively 

extinct. The ruling class is not what it used to be. Maybe it needs 

another name. 

What is even harder is to name those whose location in the political 

economy of information is the making of new information. It isn't 
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e:xactly labor, as it's not the same thing every day; it's a different thing 

every day. Output is not quantifiable in increments, although that 

won't stop the vectoralist class from trying. One popular attempt to 

describe them (us) was as the creative class. 31 More radical approaches 

have called what we do immaterial labor or posifordist labor, and us 

the cognitariat.32 But there's something a bit mystifying about the 

language of creativity, something a bit idealist about the immate

rial, something backward looking about just adding a modifier, and 

something of a rationalist bias in the category of cognition, given that 

the management of feelings can be part of our job description, too.33 

I opted to call us the hacker class. Twenty years ago, that was perhaps 

too romantic a term, on the border of legality, outside the logic of 

commodification.34 Now it has more exclusively criminal associa

tions. If anything, it's an index of how much the vectoralist class 

has succeeded. It is all but inconceivable now that there could be 

an open-ended, playful, experimental approach to making the new 

appear out of the old in techniques of information that would not 

be entirely contained with the commodification and control of the 

information vector. 

But just as the industrial working class retained a utopian feeling 

about what labor should be like from craft labor, so too it is possible 

to hold onto a feeling about what it's like to make elegance appear that 

wasn't there before with a technique for transforming information, 

and to do it on one's own time, with one's own goals and objectives.35 

That is what it might mean to hack. Some of the more compelling 

scenes in both Mad Men and Halt and Catch Fire try to find a televisual 

language for these joyful moments, caught though they are, as the 

narrative arc reminds us, within the commodification of information. 

To think that one's class is the hacker class might now be not unlike 

repurposing the word queer, or any of the other negatively charged 
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terms that those so designated reclaim with pride-just as Marx and 

Engels reclaimed the word communist from its denouncers in the 

opening poetic gambit of the Manifesto. That was an artful bit of 

detournement. They refunctioned found language from the common 

store, deleted false meaning, pasted in fresh ones. To clear a space for 

thought is to work in and against language, to put some pressure on it. 

What if we took a more daring, modernist, defamiliarizing 

approach to writing theory? What if we asked of theory as a genre 

that it be as interesting, as strange, as poetically or narratively rich as 

we ask our other kinds of literature to be? What if we treated it not 

as high theory, with pretentions to legislate or interpret other genres, 

but as low theory, as something vulgar, common, even a bit rude 

-having no greater or lesser claim to speak of the world than any 

other?36 It might be more fun to read. It might tell us something 

strange about the world. It might, just might, enable us to act in the 

world otherwise. A world in which the old faith in History is no more, 

but where there are histories that still might be made-in a pinch. 

The end of the dominance of capitalism as a mode of production 

is not a subject that has received much useful attention. For its devo

tees, it has no end, as it is itself the end of History.37 For its enemies, 

it can end only in Communism. If Communism-a state that exists 

mostly in the imaginal realm, always deferred into the future-has 

not prevailed, then this by definition must still be the reign of Capital. 

Let's pause for a moment over the ideological freight attached to this 

poetic conceit and its consequences: the present is defined mostly in 

terms of a hoped-for negation of it. Some theology! 

If capitalism is to be of any use as a historical concept, then the 

question of its end has to remain an open one. The thought experi

ment as to whether it may already have been surpassed by another 

dominant mode ought at least to be one that can be posed. The 

concept of Capital is theological precisely to the extent that questions 
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of its possible surpassing by other exploitative modes of produc

tion remain off limits. How then can a concept of capitalism be 

returned to its histories? By abandoning the duality of its essence 

and appearance. 
Theories of the eternal quality of Capital's essence, its unity and 

identity through time, tend to focus on the analysis of the relations 

of production. One can extract from Marx's Capital a quite remark

able theoretical armature that appears in the negative through the 

critique of the theological concepts of bourgeois political economy. 

This conceptual armature is so robust that there are few phenomena 

that resist interpretation as surface appearances of these concepts 

when posited as a hidden essence. Two things slip from view in this 

procedure. First, that the bourgeois political economy that Marx took 

as the object of critique is now itself a museum piece.38 Second, that 

in this focus on the relations of production, the forces of production 

receive very little attention. We don't spend enough time on how the 

brain-fryer is a different machine from the meat grinder. 

This is something of a problem, as surely the dynamism of those 

forces of production under capitalism was one of the salient points 

of the theory in the first place. But where the relations of production 

can be understood theoretically, the forces of production cannot. 

They don't lend themselves to an abstract, conceptual overview by 

a master thinker within a genteel high theory. They can really only 

be known through the collaborative production of a critical theory 

sharing the experiences of many fields. That would include those 

with a knowledge of information technology, artificial intelligence, 

supply chain management, material science, computational biology, 

and much else besides. We're way past the steam engines that Marx 

was sketching in his notebooks.39 

Is it not possible, then, that there have been sufficient transfor

mations in the forces of production to break out of the fetters of a 
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strictly capitalist mode of production? There are two versions of 

this question. One is looking for a theological justification for this 

appearance of something new as finally putting an end to the more 

troubling aspects of capitalism for vectoralist class apologetics. But 

the more salient version of the question might be to ask whether 

what has emerged, in addition to and laminated on top of a capitalist 

mode of production, is something qualitatively different, but which 

generates new forms of class domination, new forms of the extraction 

of surplus, even new kinds of class formation. 

The emergence of information as a material force of production 

looked for a while like it might escape the confines of existing rela

tions of production and that it could negate existing property forms. 

(I return to this topic in Chapter 4). It looked for a while as though 

the one thing that really could form the basis of the commons was 

information. It blew apart the old culture industry. Producers of 

information started to think not just about their craft or trade interests 

but about a class interest. 

Or so it looked early in the twenty-first century when I wrote 

A Hacker Manifesto. What I did not anticipate was the emergence of 

a whole other technique for the capture of creation. While there are 

still elements among the ruling class that want to confine creation 

within ever stricter forms of private property, some took the opposite 

tack. Rather than police or restrict free creation, this other strategy 

was to move its capture to a more abstract level. The production of 

information can be outsourced to free labor, to people who work but 

need not even be paid, and the aggregate value of their production 

of information can then be captured and treated as a resource that 

can be monetized.40 

This new kind of ruling class does not appropriate a quantity of 

surplus value so much as exploit an asymmetry of information. It 

gives, sometimes even as a gift, access to the location of a piece of 
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information for which you are searching.41 Or it lets you assemble 

our own social network. Or it lets you perform a particular financial 

~ansaction. Or it gives you coordinates on the planet and what can 

be found at that location. Or it will even tell you some things about 

your own DNA. Or it will provide a logistical infrastructure for your 

small business. But while you get that little piece of information, this 

ruling class gets all of that information in the aggregate. It exploits 

the asymmetry between the little you know and the aggregate it 

knows-an aggregate it collects based on information you were 

obliged to "volunteer." 

In practice, this emergent ruling class of our time insists on the 

confinement of particular acts of creation within the property form 

and access to collective creative activity, from which to harvest infor

mation in the aggregate. This is the vectoralist class. If the capitalist 

class owns the means of production, the vectoralist class owns the 

vectors of information. They own the extensive vectors of commu

nication, which traverse space. They own the intensive vectors of 

computation, which accelerate time. They own the copyrights, the 

patents, and the trademarks that capture attention or assign ownership 

to novel techniques. They own the logistic systems that manage and 

monitor the disposition and movement of any resource. They own 

the financial instruments that stand in for the value of every resource 

and that can be put out on markets to crowdsource the possible value 

of every possible future combination of those resources. They own 

the algorithms that rank and sort and assign particular information 

in particular circumstances. 

This vectoralist class comes to dominate not just subordinate 

classes, but other ruling classes as well. Just as capital came to dom

inate landed property, subsuming its control over land in a more 

abstract and fungible property form, so too the vectoralist class 

has subsumed and outflanked capital in a more abstract form. The 
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capitalist class finds itself at a disadvantage. Owning the means of 

production, labor materialized into capital in the sense of plant and 

equipment, is a rigid and long-term investment. Owning and con

trolling the vector, the hack of new information materialized into 

patents, copyrights, brands, proprietary logistics. It is more abstract, 

flexible, adaptive. It is not more rational, but it is more abstract. The 

vectoralist class monopolizes the crossroads where information traf

fics, feeding like Michel Serres's parasite on the buzz of information 

and noise at crucial junctures.42 

The most obvious aspect of vectoral rule in everyday life is its 

monopoly of attention, although it is not reducible to this. As Yves 

Citton notes, in a world awash in digital data, what is rare is the 

attention paid to itY Commanding attention through the ownership 

and control of brands, celebrities and media "properties" is the public 

face, the disintegrating spectacle, of vectoral economy.44 In part, this 

descends from what was formerly the culture industry. But it is no 

longer an industry apart, commodified leisure. It's now integrated 

into the whole of production and consumption. 

This brief sketch of the supersession of capitalism as a dominant 

mode has the advantage of enabling many of the features of contem

porary life that are often treated as separate to appear as aspects of 

the same historical development. The rise of technology, financial

ization, neoliberalism, and biopolitics appear as effects of the same 

transformation of the forces of production, putting pressure on the 

relations of production, to the point where what bursts forth is a new 

ruling class formation. 

In the usual historical narrative, by the end of the seventies, the 

forces oflabor had fought capital to a standstill in the overdeveloped 

world.45 In this story, financialization and neoliberalism come to the 

rescue. But how? What material means made financialization even 

possible? What underlying social forces enabled neoliberal ideas to 
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even appear plausible as policy instruments? Why does this coincide 

with the apparent birth of "tech" as an industry sector? 

In the thought experiment I am sketching, all of these develop

ments fit together in a novel way. The capitalist class was searching 

for a way out of the impasse of confronting the demands of labor at 

a tirne when improvements of the old means of production no longer 

yielded much by way of a productivity increase. The capitalist class 

thought it found a way out by replacing labor with the vector and 

escaping along it. Globalization, deindustrialization, and outsourc

ing would enable it to be free from the power of labor to block the 

flows of production. The same information vector would enable 

not just a more abstract and flexible kind of production, but also of 

consumption, through the financialization of everyday life.46 Workers 

as producers found their jobs had moved elsewhere; workers as con

sumers found their purchasing power restored-at least temporarily. 

Here's the twist: what at first appeared to assist capital to defeat 

labor in the overdeveloped world was also a defeat for capital. The 

novel forces of production that enabled this outflanking of labor 

became themselves the new dominant forces of production. Power 

over the value chain moves from the ownership and control of the 

means of production to ownership and control of the vectors of 

information. Whole new industries arose, as did whole new cor

porations-the so-called tech sector. But actually all corporations 

become increasingly organized around the ownership and control 

of information. 

Control over the value chain through ownership of the informa

tion vector extends even into life itself. This is not the least reason, 

incidentally, that it is no longer helpful to posit the vitalism of living 

labor against capital as dead labor.47 Not capital but the vector enters 

the flesh and commands it, and not just as meat, but also as informa

tion, through monitoring its states, through modifying its functions 
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with drugs that alter chemical signals, through patenting aspects of 

life as design.48 What is at stake is neither a bios nor a polis but a regime 

of property in information extending into the organism. The novel 

forces of production as they have emerged in our time are also forces 

of reproduction and forces of circulation. 

The power of the vectoralist class is not cognitive; nor is it a power 

over the general intellect.49 It thrives just as well on noise, on vol

atility, on bad information as it does on any kind of intelligence or 

reason. 5° It reaches just as far into the corporeality and even sexuality 

of the human as it does into the intellect.51 The forms of artificial 

computational order it is creating are not extensions or imitations of 

human cognition but something else entirely. 52 

One cannot interpret the strangeness of this mode of production 

using the received hermeneutic conceptual categories, derived as 

they are from a critique of the relations of production of nineteenth

century steam-powered capitalism. Indeed, one sees now how 

incomplete Marx's critique was and remains. Even his critical under

standing of capitalism is still thinking capitalism metaphorically as 

like a giant, dysfunctional steam engine, set to blow at any moment 

from unregulated internal pressures. 53 Marx is not able to think crit

ically about information in. the contemporary sense of the concept 

because it is not one that the forces of production of his time have 

yet produced. 

Marx found what was absent in the theories of Capital in his time. 

He lifted the veil between exchange and production and found the 

exploited labor that makes it. He wrote the heresy that Capital is dead 

labor-congealed pink goo-and he went on to write from the point 

of view of the labor that capital exploits. So: let's go looking for what 

is absent in theories ofboth Capital and information in our time. Let's 

find that peculiar class who own and control information. Let's find 

the exploited class or classes that make it and are subjected to it. In 
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vulgar terms: the capitalist class eats our bodies, the vectoralist class 

eats our brains. 
Returning this thought experiment to the present, one might 

then be able to think the historical specificity of the contemporary 

moment. This, after all, was Marx's great achievement. He thought 

his moment. His present did not look to him like his past. It had novel 

features that called into being concepts adequate to the situation. 

Which leaves us with the paradoxical and provocative thought that 

any theory in which the present appears as in essence the same as 

the past of Marx's time, only different in a few matters of appear

ance, can't really be a "Marxist" one, as such fidelity is necessarily a 

betrayal of his achievement. Debord: "And theories are made to die 

in the war of time." 54 

Perhaps we can leave such theological questions to the faithful, 

who are in any case an embattled and diminished band. Instead, here 

is a research agenda: what are the current forces of production, and 

how can they be understood (in a preliminary way) under a modest 

set of concepts? How do those forces of production give rise to 

contemporary forms of class power, and how has that power in turn 

shaped the particular form those forces of production have taken? At 

what points might the subordinate classes, obliged to live within the 

world those forces of production make in the interests of those ruling 

class, be able to assert agency and autonomy? What other world is 

still possible, given the damage this general economy has done to the 

world, with the means that it has hitherto developed? 55 
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A Time Machine Theory of History 

We no longer know what socialism is, 

or how to get there, 

and yet it remains the goal. 

-Deng Xiaoping 

Let's say you have a time machine. Let's say you take it back in time 

to the mid-seventies. You hop out and look about for some influential 

people of that time. You explain to them a few things about what is 

going on in the twenty-first century. Some of your stories make sense 

to some of them; other stories sound completely nuts.' 

For example, let's say your time machine sent you to mid-seventies 

China. You explain that, by the second decade of the next century, 

the fate of the global market will be in the hands of the Chinese 

Communist Party. That would sound pretty crazy. The mid-to-late 

seventies in China saw the fall of the Gang of Four, the Maoism-lite 

ofHua Guofeng, and then finally Deng Xiaoping coming to power 

in the late seventies. But even by then, the China of today would still 

seem unimaginable to everyone-except Deng Xiaoping.2 

If you took a time machine back to the Soviet Union in the mid

seventies, you might find a more mixed reaction. Leonid Brezhnev is 
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in his second decade in power, which looks like it will go on foreve r. 
The proxy wars aren't going too badly, with a good showing in 

Angola and a decisive win in Vietnam-at least until the Soviet 

invasion of Afghanistan in 1979. You'd probably come across sorne 

ideologues who think it's all going fine and you must be mad to think: 

it will be over by the start of the nineties. On the other hand, the 

economy is just lumbering along. Productivity is flat. The military 

consumes a huge slice of resources. Vladimir Putin, who joined the 

KGB in 1975, might already be thinking about a way to stay on the 

power-track without having to really believe in this particular kind 

ofpower.3 

If you took the time machine back to the United States in the mid

seventies, you might be the one who is confused. Jimmy Carter is 

President. New York is broke and broken. Microsoft has just been 

founded. If you tell the think tank "intellectuals" of that era that 

the Soviet Union will collapse, you might also have gotten a mixed 

reaction there, too. Let's not forget that the ancestors of today's 

neoconservatives were pretty certain it couldn't happen. The Soviet 

Union was not just a regular repressive state to them. It was a total

itarian one, which had wormed its way so far into every aspect of 

everyday life that it could not be brought down by internal forces, 

but only by jabs from without-by arming Islamic militants to fight 

it in Afghanistan, for example. 4 

But if you told the neoliberals, they would get it. 5 They said all 

along that planning won't work because it's just too clunky a way 

to organize the information in an economy, and information is what 

economies are all about. But those guys did not have a lot of influence 

back then. Their time had not quite come. 6 And when they talked 

about information, they really only meant markets. They would not 

have known any more than anyone else why the founding of Micro

soft would turn out to be a big deal. (Later they will pretend they did.) 
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It is a commonplace to think of the Soviet Union as dead and 

and of the People's Republic of China as somehow becom-

just like the West in everything except politics. There are other 

One is that far from being a thing of the past, "Commu

is alive and well and still in charge of a fair chunk of the planet. 

the hundred million strong Chinese Communist Party rules 

over is something a bit less like the "neoliberal West" and a bit more 

like what the Soviet Union might have been had it stayed the course 

stuck with the New Economic Policy, which lasted from 1921 
1928. Incidentally, Deng Xiaoping was in Moscow briefly during 

that period. One wonders if he was thinking quietly to himself about 

,sv'""".,. ... 1':> like theN ew Economic Policy version of "socialism" for 

years before he got to build it and watch it run off.7 

The specter haunting Europe, haunting much of the world, is 

the specter of anti-communism.8 It might be a useful perspective to 

imagine that it was not just the Soviet Union that died; its correspond

ing other half, the so-called Free World, might also have died with it.9 

Of course, it wasn't all that free, if you include all the beatings, the 

torture, the murder, and the massacre perpetrated by the US military 

and its proxies around the world: Suharto in Indonesia, Pinochet in 

Chile, Mobutu in the Congo, and the Shah of Iran-those thugs and 

butchers were part of the "free" world too. 10 And in the United States 

itself, the state's response to Black Liberation was to embark on mass 

incarceration. 11 But on the other hand, one small contributing factor 

to the partial success of social democracy and civil rights in the West 

was the need to compete for loyalty with international communism, 

which at least laid claim to a narrative of universal justice and the 

final victory in History of a higher form of life. 

Even Communism's enemies had to admit this was a pretty compel

ling story. There was feudalism, now there's capitalism and alongside 

it socialism, which evolves into Communism, where history ends. 
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"We will bury you," as Khrushchev said in 1956, when people 

took what Soviet leaders said seriously. 12 The most celebrated 

in the West did their best to come up with mythic-epic-poetic 

narratives that could be as compelling, but where the Free World got 

to be the future rather than the past. 13 A surprising number of thelll 

were rather lapsed Marxists and socialists: James Burnham and the 

managerial revolution; Daniel Bell and the postindustrial society; 

Walt Rostow's stages of growth and takeoff theory; Alvin Toffier's 

future shock. 14 

Most of these theories avoided thinking about class conflict. In that 

respect they looked back to Saint-Simon rather than Marx. 15 They 

were stories about technology and progress-or in today's terms 
' acceleration. 16 Actually, Marxists beat them to accelerationism, too. 

This part of the story is rather neglected by all sides. If there was an 

original accelerationist, it was J. D. Bernal, whom we met in Chapter 

3. A prominent British scientist of the interwar years, he wrote a 

dazzling accelerationist tract called The World, The Flesh and the 

Devil (1929), which envisioned the consummation of rationality and 

desire not so much as making human life better, but of transforming 

the human into some sort of posthuman species-being. 17 

He was also aware it could all go horribly wrong. Bernal: "Sci

entific corporations might well become independent states and be 

enabled to undertake their largest experiments without consulting 

the outside world ... The world might, in fact, be transformed into a 

human zoo, a zoo so intelligently managed that its inhabitants are not 

aware that they are there merely for the purposes of observation and 

experiment." 18 As one sees, he was starting to have some inkling of 

where the forces of production might lead and what kinds of ruling 

classes might control them. 

Bernal converted to the Communist cause shortly after, and 

together with the left wing of the Social Relations of Science 
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thought a bit more coherently about science and tech

as transforming the forces of production. For Bernal, the 

transformative capacities of science put scientific workers-one pro

totype for what I would call the hacker class-on an opposing path to 

Capital, which restricts the full force of technological change to that 

which is compatible with the profit motive. As early as 1939 Bernal 

thought a scientific and technological revolution was under way that 

was qualitatively different from the forces of production developed 

in industrial capitalism. 19 That had been piecemeal and accidental; 

this was intentional and planned. That was based on a rudimentary 

know-how; this was based on controlling matter, energy, and infor

mation understood through abstract, conceptual, and ever-evolving 

knowledge. 
Bernal was an enormously influential figure in his prime-which 

was roughly from 1930 to 1950.20 His application of scientific knowl

edge to the problems of war made the D-Day invasion possible. He 

was a pioneer on the question of the organization of scientific infor

mation. He was made a Fellow of the Royal Society for his x-ray 

crystallography. But his loyalty to the Soviet Union doomed his 

career once the wartime alliance broke up and the Cold War was on. 

Still, the Social Relations of Science movement (whose left wing he 

represented) helped politicize scientific and technical workers around 

the world, from Denmark to Japan.21 

Ironically, given that he stuck with the Soviet Union even after it 

invaded Czechoslovakia in 1968, his idea of the scientific and technical 

revolution was alive and kicking in the intellectual ferment of the 

Prague Spring, which had tried to come up with a "socialism with a 

human face." The phrase is attributed to Radovan Richta, who put 

. together the book Civilir_ation at the Crossroads. 22 Published in 1966, 

it is another lost accelerationist classic. It quietly argued that Soviet 

style socialism had failed but that the state ownership of the means 
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of production should make possible a new kind of socialization, not 

just oflabor and its product, but of the totality of knowledge. 

When I went shopping online for this forgotten book, I ended up 

buying what had once been Daniel Bell's personal copy. It is not hard 

to see the accelerationist theories of the Free World, such as Bell's 
' as responding not just to classic Marxist historical prophecy, but 

also to what was still a very real fear up until the '70s: that the East 

rather than the West would figure out how to turn the scientific and 

technical revolution into a new mode of production. But in neither 

the East nor the West had accelerationist thinkers quite grasped the 

strange ontological properties of information and how information 

science, even more than the science of matter and energy, would end 

up being the distinctive feature of the next centuryY But at least the 

Marxist accelerationists had almost grasped one important feature of 

the world to come: namely, that it would be a world with new kinds 

of class antagonism. 

It is ironic that the Soviet Union failed to build the Internet; the 

Soviets went at it like Americans, whereas the Americans succeeded 

because they went about it like Soviets. What would become the 

Internet was the product of the state investing in basic research in 

fairly big, collaborative labs, just as Bernal had said it should happen. 

If we have to come up with a one-word explanation of the failure of 

the Soviet version, we might settle on "competition."24 

The war had given the American state the habit of funding collabo

rative research projects involving both basic science and engineering, 

and with a surprising amount of sharing of ideas rather than keeping 

discoveries secret with an eye on monopolizing the patent. The basic, 

shared knowledge about computation, communication, radar, and 

electrical engineering emerging out of wartime was the foundation 

for the Pentagon's substantial investment in all these fields during 

the Cold War.25 
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Bernal was a bit too much of an orthodox Marxist to wrap his 

around information theoretically, but he got it as a practical 
26 The kind of physics he did was not about understanding 

and smaller particles, which is what we think of as the main 

of modern physics. It was about understanding bigger and 

ones. How do atoms come together not just in molecules, 

in giant, organic macro-molecules? Advances in the techniques 

of x-ray crystallography made it possible to answer such ques

This was the path that would lead others to understanding 

structure of things like vitamin Bl2 and insulin (for which his 

student Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin won the Nobel prize)Y These 

techniques also contributed to Watson and Crick's famous work on 

DNA (with an uncredited assist from Rosalind Franklin).28 All this 

would end up requiring fantastically complex computation, and 

Bernal was one of the first to bring more or less modern computing 

into this field. 

In short, for better and worse, computation enables operations 

to be performed on what would now be called "big data." 29 That 

makes possible the simulation of really complex things, like organic 

molecules or even whole economies. Some had even thought that 

Soviet-style socialism could be made to work if prices were made 

variable and computation introduced into resource allocation deci

sions. But the powers that be nixed it. They didn't want to give up 

command of their command economy.30 

Radovan Richta must have known that Soviet cybernetics had 

failed to shift the Soviet mode of production on from dysfunctional 

state socialist control. 31 There's a hint in his book that this was 

something of a class conflict: the scientific workers versus the party 

apparatchiks. But with a few notable exceptions, the former were 

still insiders, not willing to test the patience of a state that had jailed, 

tortured, and killed so many of their predecessors.32 
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The most notorious example of Soviet abuse of science was 

Lysenko affair.33 Trofim Lysenko was the son of a peasant and an 

agronomist whose essentially Lamarkian view of evolution becalll.e 

official policy, at the expense of those scientists who followed Mendel's 

discoveries in genetics. But this well-known case of state interference 

in science in the East obscures certain things about power and science 

in the West. For one thing, western ideologues exploited the Lysenko 

case for propaganda purposes with little regard for the complexity 

of the facts. Their call for "freedom" in science seems to have meant 

"free" as in Free World. Science was coopted into secret military 

programs. Scientists who raised difficult questions about the politics 

of science lost their visas, their security clearance, even their labora

tories and livelihood.34 

The most absurd case was surely that of Tsien Hsue-Shen, a 

Chinese immigrant to America. In the postwar period he had settled 

into a top-notch career in the new field of rocketry (renamed "jet 

propulsion" at Caltech, to make it sound more respectable). But it 

seems he had unwittingly socialized with people who were in the 

Communist Party. So he was deported-to what had since become 

Communist China. There this formerly apolitical scientist became 

both a loyal Communist and the architect of the Chinese missile 

program. The Silkworm tactical missile, descendant of his designs, 

was even used in the complicated proxy wars of our own times against 

US forces. 35 

But this was nothing compared to the general demobilization and 

demoralization of the scientific left in the postwar years. Progressive 

scientists such as Bernal were under attack, as were the unions that 

had grown to express and unify the interests and aspirations of sci

entific and technical workers. Ironically, big science really was now 

a creature of massive state support as Bernal had predicted, but the 

ideology of science made to prevail was not Bernalism, but an image 
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science as a "market of ideas" cooked up by his ideological nemesis 

PolanyU6 

Those whose prejudice is to think that science must be inherently 

or apolitical or an extrusion of mere "metaphysics" 

do well to study just how much coercion and co-option it took 

blunt the power of progressive and leftist science in the West after 

the war. Polanyi's group was even the beneficiary of what we now 

to have been a CIA front, the Congress for Cultural Freedom.37 

If you went back in time to the seventies and told an ailing Bernal that 

the early twenty-first century there would be left-Heideggerians, 

it might have caused him another stroke.38 

And so here we are then, trying to understand what happened 

the course of the second half of the twentieth century, equipped 

with critical theories detached from their former connection to the 

political struggles in the sciences and hobbled by Cold War injuries 

that still go largely unexamined. 39 No wonder then that there are few 

good conceptual tools for understanding how the forces of produc

tion really were revolutionized in the period following the war. We 

have instead descendants of the consensus theories in the spirit of 

Saint-Simon.4° For instance, the "ecomodernists" insist that there's 

nothing that can't be solved by yet more technology in its current 

form, steered by the wisdom of today's ruling class. The line of 

thought initiated by Bernal, which in a particular vulgar Marxist style 

understood historical change on the basis of a thorough knowledge of 

the forces of production as riven by class conflict, has been much less 

prominent. 

The field was left vacant in the postwar years for one body of 

theory that really did have a bit of a clue about information: neo

liberalism.41 It did not really have its day in the sun until it was 

apparent that the Soviet Union was not a clear and present danger. 

Caught between the oil shocks of the early seventies and relentless 
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working class militancy amid flat productivity growth, the idea took 

hold among the ruling classes of some leading western nations that 

it was time for an actual class war against labor rather than simulated 

nuclear war against the Soviet Union. Indeed, one might wonder 

whether nuclear detente between the United States and the Soviet 

Union came out of a mutual interest in suppressing working class 

discontent within those empire's respective home worlds. 

N eo liberal policy was not universally adopted, but that too was 

part of the problem. If you could go back in time to the mid-seventies 

and you explained to people that by the early twenty-first century the 

Japanese economy would be in stasis, and some of its once powerful 

companies up for sale, your predictions would have been greeted with 

some surprise-back in the seventies it was Japan that was the threat 

to American economic dominance. Japan seemed to have figured out 

how to contain class struggle within a dynamic that raised produc

tivity. And it had figured out how to incorporate the information 

workers possess about the production process into the quality control 

of industrial manufacturing. In Japan, state and corporations worked 

together to limit the free market domestically and combine economic 

resources for an all-out drive to conquer export markets.42 

Back during the war, Japan never attacked continental America 

with its Zero fighter-planes. The best it could manage was dropping a 

couple of incendiary bombs from unmanned hot air balloons made of 

rice paper glued together by schoolgirls and carried across the Pacific 

on the jet stream.43 Rather than Zeroes, Japan eventually invaded the 

United States with Mitsubishi Colts and Galants-cars that inciden

tally were made by the same conglomerate as those Zeroes. So with 

the Soviet and Chinese geopolitical threat contained-the latter with 

Nixon's "ping-pong diplomacy" of the seventies-the challenge was 

more of the order of working class militancy on the one hand and 

sophisticated Japanese exports on the other. The neoliberal attack on 
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labor, in the name of "free" markets as the most efficient processors 

of information, got under way. 
Another anomaly in relation to the story of the rise of neoliberal

ism is Italy. By the mid-'70s it seemed to be in the throes of some sort 

of spectral civil war. The Red Brigades were kidnapping people. The 

secret police seemed to be running the state. The Communist Party 

was close to a "historic compromise" that would put it in power, in 

partnership with its old nemesis the Christian Democrats. This had 

spawned a dissenting Autonomist left movement and corresponding 

theory. The secret police were doing their best to jail, exile, or silence 

those theorists, such as Antonio Negri and Paolo Virno. But it looked 

like Italy really could swing left.44 

If you were to go back in time and explain to Italians living in the 

mid-seventies how culture industry tycoon Silvio Berlusconi came to 

power in the nineties, they might not be amused.45 In the seventies, 

major corporations such as Fiat and Olivetti had tried using cheap 

labor from the rural south, but many of those young workers became 

politicized.46 So instead they tried automation as a way to control 

the power of labor. Either way, Italy like Japan was not on the neo

liberal path in the postwar years, even if (unlike Japan) it was not 

particularly successful at conjuring up an alternative. Italian excep

tionalism did give rise to a vigorous strand of Marxist theory, but one 

more rooted than it might want to acknowledge in eccentric local 

conditions. 47 

The myth of neoliberalism is that the idea of neoliberalism came 

first, and then politicians like Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan 

made it policy and then law. This narrative is sometimes popular 

among leftists despite its clearly idealist view ofhistory.48 I think it's 

possible to tell the story another way. After all, what made it possible 

to implement neoliberal policies in the first place? What changed 

since the seventies that made it possible to globalize banking and 
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build vast international supply chains to combine components of a 

manufacturing process from all over the world? 

The clue is already there in the stray fact that Microsoft came 

into existence in the mid-seventies. It was not information as an idea 

-free markets-that changed the mode of production. It was a 

vast, global infrastructure in which information enabled the control 

of flows of money, machines, resources, and labor. If you can use a 

computer to calculate the positions of ten thousand atoms in a protein 
' you can use it to calculate a global production system that routes 

around the power of militant labor in a factory in Detroit.49 

There isn't really a time machine that will take you back to the 

seventies. Or rather, we have only a one-way time machine, or 

perhaps not a time machine so much as a tome machine. You can 

look in the archive for some neglected storylines, and the past comes 

back as something else. Maybe something even more amazing than 

the surprises you could spring on people in the past if you had a time 

machine are the surprises the past can spring on us through the tome 

machine of the archive. Maybe we could practice a kind of historical 

art, of telling the stories otherwise, as a way of inquiring into why 

certain kinds of story are neglected or suppressed. The default stories 

selected from the combinatory of story elements may be arbitrary 

narrative habits. 

Here's a story, then: It is an error to call our times neoliberal when 

its politics are not "neo" and its politics are not "liberal," anyway. 

The politics of the present might just as well be described with the 

equally retro term alt-fascist. 50 It is all about securing ruling class 

power through the manipulation of racial and ethnic prejudice and 

the use of surveillance and overt violence to suppress dissent. It is 

centrally about the prison-industrial complex, expanded now on 

a global scale, as Angela Davis reminds us.51 What is new is not 

the politics at all, which is a farcical double of the superstructures 
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of old, but rather the mode of production underneath it. Here one 

might say that the economics are not "liberal" either and that is what 

makes them new. Forces of production organized around information 

change the commodity form. 
It is a strange thing, this mode of production. What Bernal and 

Richta called the scientific and technological revolution really did 

happen, and in the West, not the East. But it was the product of a 

weird kind of "socialism." It came out of a wartime socialization of 

scientific and technical power. Scientists and engineers, in academic 

and corporate laboratories, cooperated with each other. Their inno

vations weren't immediately patented, they were shared. That laid the 

groundwork for postwar developments in the forces of production. 

To some extent this "socialism" continued, under the auspices of the 

Pentagon's Advanced Projects Research Agency, which among other 

things funded key work in computation. 52 

If there was a key innovation that came out of this strange western 

state-socialist military-industrial complex, it was the technics of 

information. It took a while for the pieces to come together. By the 

early twenty-first century, the odd thing is that the state-socialist 

sponsored scientific and technical effort, made first to defeat the 

Axis powers and then to defeat the Soviets, ended up being a way to 

compete with Japanese industry abroad and to defeat the working 

classes at home. A basically socialized research program became the 

means to build an infrastructure-what Benjamin Bratton calls the 

stack, what I call the vector-for a systematic and global privatization 

of objects, subjects, and the information in between them. 53 

That this was not an inevitable destiny of science and technology 

was masked by the suppression of critical and dissenting voices among 

scientists themselves. Bernalism, or the Social Relations of Science 

movement more broadly, was shut down in the red scare politics of 

the Cold War. In the relative absence of that strand of thinking, the 
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available stories for accounting for this historical period have lacked a 

sense of the class conflicts internal to these new forces of production 

and the extent to which they were likely to transform capitalism, such 

as it was in the late twentieth century, into something else. 

The story that is best known about science and technology during 

the war is the Manhattan project and the atom bomb. But perhaps 

it was not the only piece of the puzzle that mattered. The war in 

the Pacific was probably the biggest logistical operation ever con

ducted up until that time. Robert MeN amara, who would later run 

the Ford Motor Company and then the Pentagon, was an appren

tice logistics expert during the war. These were pioneering efforts 

to control the movement and combination of incredibly complex 

arrays of resources across vast territories using communication and 

computation. 54 

What started out as the means to beat the Axis powers, and then 

contain the Soviets, and then to compete with Japanese industry, 

was in the end the means to globalize production, exploit the newly 

available cheap labor of the People's Republic of China, and destroy 

the power of organized labor within Italy, the United States, and 

throughout much of the overdeveloped world. But there's a paradox 

attendant to this. Capital thought it was using some new kinds of 

communication and computational power in its struggle with labor, 

but in the end the capitalist class too ended up being subsumed under 

that power. The capitalist class became a subsidiary ruling class to 

the vectoralist class. Capital is dead; the Vector lives. 

A capitalist class owns the means of production, the means of 

organizing labor. A vectoralist class owns the means of organizing 

the means of production. The vector has a double form: the form of 

vector along which information is to be routed (the extensive vector), 

and the form of the vector along which information can be stored and 

computed (the intensive vector). A vectoralist class also owns and 
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controls the production process through patents, copyrights, brands, 

trademarks, proprietary logistical processes, and the like. 

It is curious that if one looks at the world's biggest corporations 

these days, a lot of their power and property is in vectoral form. 

_Many of them don't actually make the things they sell. They control 

the production process by owning and controlling the information. 

Even when they do still make the stuff, a quite remarkable amount 

of the valuation of the company comes from portfolios of intellec

tual property, or proprietary data about their customers, and so on. 

Capital was subsumed under a more abstract form of technical power. 

When considering the vectoralist class, then, three further points 

suggest themselves. First, it seems to be able to extract value not 

just from labor but from what Tiziana Terranova calls free labor. 55 

Even when you just stroll down the street, the phone in your purse 

or pocket is reporting data back to some vectoralist entity. The vec

toralist class seems to be able to extract revenue out of qualitative 

information in much the same way as banks extract it out of quan

titative information. Perhaps the exercise of power through control 

of quantitative and qualitative information is characteristic of the 

same ruling class. 

Second, the vectoralist class subordinates the old kind of ruling 

class, a capitalist class, in the same way that capitalists subordinated 

the old landlord class that subjected rural production to commodi

fication through ground rent. In that sense, the rise of a vectoralist 

class is a similar and subsequent development within intra-ruling class 

dynamics. The vectoralist class still sits atop a pyramid of exploited 

labor, but it depends also on extracting a surplus out of another, fairly 

privileged but still subordinate class. 

I call it the hacker class. Bernal already had an inkling of this devel

opment when he tried to articulate the interests of scientific workers 

in and against capitalism, but this was not quite the hacker class 
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yet. That had to wait for the development of sophisticated forms of 

intellectual property, which are in turn embedded in the design of 

the interface for the creative process. This transforms the qualita~ 

tive work of producing new forms of information in the world into 

property that can be rendered equivalent in the market. In short, a 

new class dynamic, between vectoralist and hacker, was added to an 

already complex pattern of relations between dominant and subor~ 

dinate classes. 

Third, the political economy of the former West rather than the 

former East was the one that was able to develop the implications of 

the scientific and technical revolution, in the form of the rise of the 

vectoralist class. But it was the state form of the former East that has 

prevailed in the former West. The vector is not just a means of trans~ 

forming production. It is also a way of transforming state power.56 

Data can be collected for the purposes of a logistics of economic 

control; data can also be collected to run the surveillance and security 

apparatus of the state. The western states too had their surveillance 

apparatus, but it was never as total as those of the East. The new 

model worldwide uses the vector to realize the dreams of the KGB 

of old, an information state. This is what Guy Debord called the 

stage of the integrated spectacle, combining the worst of the former 

East and West.57 

The West is now the former West. Its economy became some

thing else. It isn't capitalism any more-it's worse. It takes even 

more control away from work life and everyday life. It expands the 

exploitation of nature to possible extinction. It is certainly not the 

wonderful dream of a "postindustrial society," still less Bernal and 

Richta's accelerationist socialism. It is a relatively new and more 

elaborate form of class domination, one in more or less "peaceful 

coexistence" with the Russian former East, whose global significance 

is reduced to that of predatory oligarchy monopolizing a resource 
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e,_port economy. 58 The Soviet Union paid a high price for not figuring 

out the role of information and reaching a modus vivendi with its 

scientific workers. 
Both now co-exist with the People's Republic of China, which 

under Deng Xiaoping followed something more akin to the Japanese 

rather than the so-called neoliberal model, of suppressing wages 

and funneling the surplus into export-led growth. Whatever forces 

rnay have been pushing in a more neoliberal direction in China seem 

to have been decisively defeated after the 2008 financial crash. Xi 

Jinping consolidated his power and set China on a different course. 

perhaps the neoliberal state is not the only model of the information 

state. China is attempting another kind. An authoritarian information 

state, no doubt, but the states of the former West are hardly in much 

of a position to criticize given their own tendencies. 

In the West, vectoral power has so routed the working class and 

driven down its wages that it can no longer consume what China 

manufactures. Its ability to do so was propped up temporarily by 

debt. But now the whole system is awash in bad debt and surplus 

productive capacity. Sensing a crisis of overproduction looming, the 

Chinese Communist Party directed its matrix of state and corporate 

actors to embark on an extraordinary plan to restart the silk road 

and open new markets for its manufacturers across central Asia and 

beyond. The dominant idea still seems to be, as it was under Deng, 

to expand the forces of production, this time beyond the borders of 

China itself--and this time allied to control of the vector. 59 

In its own mind, the legitimacy of Communist Party rule rests 

on its capacity to both accelerate the infrastructure and manage the 

consequences for the superstructure of this social engineering project 

as it pushes outwards beyond the borders of the People's Republic 

of China. 60 That this was to be the destiny of a Leninist party is so 

inconceivable to either the western left or right that both seem to 
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pretend that this monstrous project is not really happening. What 

would require considerably more thought would be to figure out 

what is distinctive and what is generic in the intraruling class politics 

that make China's ambitious alignment of state, vector, and capital 

possible.61 

Benjamin Bratton thinks that what he calls the stack, or what I call 

the vector, generates a distinctive kind of geopolitics, one in which the 

former sovereign states have to negotiate with a kind of power based 

in distributed information infrastructures, producing a relatively 

novel kind of virtual geography.62 He would have us attend not just 

to China's strategic competition with the United States, but also to 

what he calls the "First Sino-Google war of 2009. "63 The vectoralist 

class in the former West seems to be detaching itself from the space 

of the representative state and investing in transnational vectors. 

Meanwhile, China's ruling class is building something different, in 

which state territory and stack territory coincide. 

Of all the trips in our imaginary time machine or actual tome 

machine, those back and forth to the People's Republic of China are 

surely the most perplexing, at least for those of us from the former 

West, and possibly those from the former Soviet East as well. It is 

particularly difficult for western Marxists. There is still a hardy band 

of bearded old professors and votaries of various sects who think 

they keep alive the flame of an "orthodox" Marxism-some of them 

even extinct flavors of westernized Maoism. This is a strange conceit 

when seen from the point of view of the existence of the hundred

million-member Communist Party of China. While one might 

want to dissent strongly from their version of it, orthodox Marxism 

today is really whatever that party says it is. One's heretical version 

might best take the thorough critique of "Xi Jinping Thought" as 

its point of departure now, rather than the ancient quarrels dormant 

in dead tomes. 
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To someone from the former West, the willful "ultrabolshevism" 

chinese Marxism is a curious thing, particularly once it became 

mythic combinatory through which the now ruling party nar

rates and justifies its own trajectory to itself.64 In the former West, 

is common to imagine, and not without a shade of Eurocentrism, 

that we are the custodians of what Marxism is, so the ruling party in 

China must just ignore it or pay lip service to it or invoke it purely 

hypocritically. There may indeed be elements of that. 

The Communist Party of China does not really care what those of 

us from the former West think Marxism is. To them, whatever it is, 

fate is determined in China, not the former West and certainly not 

in the former East. And its fate was to become the mythic generator 

of narratives through which a Chinese adaptation of the Bolshevik 

Party narrates its own history to itself. This is hardly a cynical exer

cise, as the party's grip on power depends in some small part on the 

cogency of that story. 

The party drew three very different kinds of story from the Marxist 

combinatory at three junctures in its history. Mao Zedong thought 

emphasized class struggle as a voluntarist activity, putting politics in 

command, forcibly making a working class agency out of a mostly 

peasant population led by the party.65 Deng Xiaoping thought shifted 

instead to the development of the forces of production to accelerate 

industrialization and the formation of some kind of capitalist class, 

led by the party.66 Xi Jinping thought shifts again to the ambition 

of China's leadership of world history, through the building of a 

massive infrastructure of the vector or stack kind that drives global 

trade and supply chains that route around those of the former West, 

led by the party. 67 

Mao had warned about capitalist roaders, but he knew nothing of 

the vectoralist silk-roaders to come after them. Capital in the former 

West broke the power of labor by using the information vector to 
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coordinate a new global geography of production, and in particu~ 

lar by moving actual production to China, where a capitalist class 

emerged under the auspices of the party. That class might indeed 

have subsumed the party entirely. It is quite possible that the richest 

billionaires on the planet are Chinese Communist Party grandees 
and their families. 

The Chinese state might well have taken a "neoliberal" turn. 

However, with the collapse of the global financial system in 2008, trig

gered by speculative madness in the US mortgage-backed securities 

market, China seems to have decisively changed tack. The Chinese 

state and economy, like others, are increasingly driven by a plurality 

of forms of big data vector rather than exclusively by finance. The 

ambition of the Chinese ruling class seems to be the control of a 

transnational value chain more through ownership and control of 

the vector of information than through ownership and control of 

the means of production. Factories outsourced from the former West 

to China are being outsourced again to even less developed states 

(including some in the former East) through Chinese-controlled 

information and logistics infrastructure. The party now seems to view 

itself as an agent of world history, realizing a global universality-but 

with Chinese characteristics.68 

There is not enough world out of which to build China's ambitious 

global vector or anyone else's. The intensive vector of computation 

can now model just about anything, from complex biochemical forms 

to whole economies to the whole biosphere. And as it turns out, that 

biosphere is in trouble. The scientific and technical revolution at one 

and the same time pushes the biosphere to crisis point and yet also 

yields the only reliable information we have about climate change 

and other symptoms of the Anthropocene. 69 Once more, there is a 

moment in which the scientifically trained start to ask questions about 

the system within which their knowledge is being exploited. Only this 
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it's not poison gas or nuclear weapons or DDT, it's the whole 

of vectoral and commodified production and consumption 

is called into question, which has become more and more abstract 

and less and less rational. 

If you were to go back to the seventies and explain to climate sci

entists that by the early twenty-first century, climate change caused 

by industrial production has been definitively shown to raise global 

average temperatures, they would probably want to closely study the 

rnodels and the data you have brought back with you to show them, 

but they would probably not be surprised at all. However, they would 

probably ask you what people in our time are doing about it. And 

you will wish they hadn't asked. 
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